
Trust Urban Streetbeat Bluetooth wireless 
speaker - Lime
Powerful Bluetooth wireless speaker for smartphone and tablet

Article number: 19669 
Barcode: 8713439196696 
GTIN: 08713439196696 

Core content

Brand Trust Urban

Product type Bluetooth wireless speaker

Colour Lime

Key features - Small size, powerful sound - Bluetooth, 10m wireless range - For music and hands-free calling - Volume, media 

and call-pickup buttons - Rechargeable battery, 10 hours playtime - iPod/smartphone input

Package contents - Bluetooth speaker with built-in rechargeable battery - Micro-USB charge cable - 3.5 mm audio cable - User’s 

guide

System requirements - Smartphone or tablet with Bluetooth 2.0 support

Marketing

Extended retailer text Powerful and high-quality sound on the go: take the Streetbeat Wireless Speaker with you, everywhere you go. 

Whether you are in your room, the beach or in the locker room of your sports club, with the Streetbeat wireless 

speaker you’ll always have powerful sound at your fingertips.

Design 

The Streetbeat Speaker offers a sleek, playful and characteristic design, inspired by Dutch artists of the 20th 

century. The metal grill and rubber coating also provide a robust look and a nice touch.

Small but huge!
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Powerful sound, with small dimensions. The Streetbeat easily fits into any bag or backpack. Despite its small size, 

the Streetbeat convinces with massive sound. The Streetbeat features enough power for use at watching movies, 

listening to music or playing games, whether you are at home, in the park or on the beach.

Easy to use

The Bluetooth connection is set up within a few seconds. Simply turn on the speaker and search for the speaker 

with your smartphone or tablet. The speaker tells you when the connection is established, then you can control 

your music by using the three buttons on the top (play / pause and volume). Through the built-in microphone, it is 

possible to conduct hands-free phone calls. When used with phone calls, the play / pause button functions as a 

handy call pickup button.

If your smartphone, tablet, MP3 player or laptop does not have Bluetooth, then connect the speaker via the 

included 3.5mm cable.

The Streetbeat has a built-in battery, which provides up to 10 hours of playing time and is rechargeable via the 

included USB cable or your phone charger (micro-USB).

The Urban Revolt Streetbeat Speaker: unique design, small dimensions combined with massive sound!
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